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L UCRL-2 cc..',s:}'cPhysJ:cs·....:Gen-era~~w f,UTilOR:, fX.:' T .: C ,:';'~', . f I";:', E { ;aY 'j';"lE ])~~,..~.. i\.S;;~FlC·,~.·1·1·0iJ COi.'vJ.lrHl"TEE The results of the activity measurements are given in it is necessary to multiply the observed activities by the proton trajectory radii, The products of the observed activities and the radii have been plotted in Fig, 2 . The data from the two runs have beon normalized to fit on a smooth curve. Corrections for target loss have been applied to the calculated distribution curves, as will bo explained in Section 4.
In order to be able to compare tho experimental points of Fig. 2 with the calculated curve, we measured the proton energy at one detector position ) by means of the proton range. At the position used for the measurement, the proton trajectory radius was 37-1/4, inches a.nd the energy was found to be (). collisions in which they lose so much anergy that thoy are effectively lost from the beam. The number of protons lost in this way would be expocted to depend on the range, and honc0 on the energy of tho protons.
Platos to be studied undor the microscopo W(fJ;'O givon an exposure in the cyclotron of about a half a minute, and on 'these plates only a faint darkening was visj.ble to the naked eye. In one of tho early experiments, a set of platos was given a much heavier exposure in order to produce a more pronounced darkening. One of these plates is shown in Fig. h. . The dark streak on the plate is about one inch wide, corresponding to a one inch slit through which tho protons passod~The streak e:x;tt;nds fOl~about one and one half inches from the edge of the plate and onds in a [wavily darkened region at the position whore the protons slow down and stop. At about n. quarter of an inch , from the edge of the plato there is an additional d[~rkening, attributed to deuterons which wore scattored from the dee but not broken up.
Tho slit system used with tho photographic plato method is shown in Fig~5. The first slits, and also the socond slits, 1"1'01'0 one half inch wide, and the two sots were about 12 inches apart~The photographic p1atos
were arranged in sandwiches as previouslY described" The shielding and slit system was made of copper, shown by the shaded areas of Fig, 5~The plates were set at a height such that all of thorn receivod protons which left the target at an angle of 2-1/2 0 down frOID the luodian plane p The photographic plates, with their shielding and slit system, were p1n.ced in the cyGlotron in approximately tho same position as that shOVTn in Fig. 1 / ' \ ' ) (i.e., from left to right in Fig. 6 ) and adding up the number of low anergy ends which stop in the emulsion. The numbers of tracks counted are shown in Table II . In addition to the statistical crrors 1 there are also errors arising from the fact that the observer must use his judgment in deciding whether a track stops in the emulsion. It was assmned that the emulsion thicknoss was the same for all of the plates, and any variation in this thickness will introduce an error in tho measurement. In the plates which 'we usod, all of tho tracks did n.ot end at the position where the main group of tracks ended, but a few tracks wore found at a much greater distance from the edge of the plate. Thus tho observer had to use his judgment to decide how much of this "tail ll to include in the Gount. The presence of this tail is explained by assuming that some of the proton trajoctories lie partly in the black paper or in the opeh space caused by the folds in the black paper.
the protons evidontly pass through a short section of black paper or open space, and then through the glass part of the photographic plate, anG. then into the ,emulsion~,(We realized after the eXForimonts were dono that we should put tho paper on the outside of the entire package instead of just around the photographic plates). Difficulties of this nature could, of courso) be elin~natcd by placing in front of the sandwich a block of copper, or other lI\8,torial, of such thickness that most of the proton trajectory was in the bloc¥: and only the last little bit in the sandwich. This rofinement was not mado in the runs from which the data of Table II were taken~The roal diffic~ltywith the photographic plate method as applied to this problem is that it takes so much effort to count a large number of tracks. There is plenty of plate area which could be usod, and more tracks would undoubtedly be counted if thore were no o·::.her method of gotting tho inform:l·:::':i.oll. Sinceh owevor;; thecal'bon activa'Gion method is able to get thousands of counts by , 8.-qtomatic rnethods,9 it was not thought to be worth-while to spend the time The photographic Plate data given in Table II have been plott.ed in Fig. 7 . As in the case of the carbon activation datal the observed numbers of counts have been multiplied by the radius. Copper targ<tswere used in both of the runs, the thiclcness being 1/16 inch for Run 1 and 1/64 inch for Run 2.
In order that the data from the two runs could be compared with each other and with the carbon activation data, the values from Run 2 have been adjusted on the abscissa scale to the positions they 11fould have had if a 1/16 inch target had been used. In Fig. ' 7 the photographic plate data are compared with a calculated energy distribution which will be discussed in the next section.
The irregularities in the plotted points are attribtrted to statistical errors, and other errors mentioned above.
At the time that the photographic plates were placed 2n the tank to study the protons corning from the target, additional plates were placed in positions to receive any negatively charged particles which might be coming from the target. N'tunerous straight, parallel tracks were found in these plates, but subsequent experimentation showed that they were not due to particles from the target at all but were due to neutral particles corning from the vicinity of the center of the cyclotron. The particles causing the tracks were later identified by L. W. Alvare3 as deuterium atoms, presumably formed by a process in which a deuteron acquires an electron near the center of the cyclotrbn and moves outward as a neutral particle. . I1Mt---
In this equation, pep) is the probability that a proton will have a momentum Po + p, where p is the momentum due to the motibn of tho center of mass of o .
the deuteron and p that duo to tho motion within the deuteron. M is the mass of the proton, and E.d is the binding energy of the deuteron. The small effect of the Coulomb deflection of the deuterons and protons in passing through the target has boen neglected. The experi.mental results given in previous sections apply to the protons whose trajectories lie within the limited angular ranges a~itted by the defining slits. The corresponding calculated distributions . can be.found from Equation (1) by integrating over the appropriate angular ranges. This integration will be done first for the carbon activation method,
.
and then for the photographic plate method.
In the carbon activation method, the vertical angle, 9 V ) at which the protons must leav~the target in order to be detected varies from 6.9 0 for o the detector nearest the target to 4.3 for the detector farthest away. For this range of angles, the momentum distribution is not very sensitive to small changes in 9 v ' and the average value of 9 v is a fairly good approxirr~tion.
We introduce cartesian coordinates with the z-axis in tho direction of the deuteron's motion, the x-axis vertical, and the y-aY~s horizontal. In this system, the x-component of the momentum is given by
The slit system admits protons whoso trajectories lie within a horizontal o angle :!: 9 h , whero 9 h r J 10 , so that
The magnitude of the protonls momentum, p, is approximately equal to Po + Pzo
By writing Pz = P -Po in Equation (1) limits ± Ph' we find (4) P(px" p)dp dp.
x In this equation, ano. in other oqup.tions which follow" the constant factors have beon emitted because we are interested only in the shape of the distribution.
The momentum distribution taken over all hQrizontal angles can be found from Equation (4) by sotting Ph -?'OO. rEhis gives
)
The momentum distributions given by Equations (4) (with 8 h ,., 10°) and (5) have boen plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison with the experimental data from the carbon activation method.
In the photographic plate method, the defining slots cut out all the protens except those leaving the target at avery small horizontal angle.
Thus" we can set Py equal to zero in Equation (1) and get dpy dp
The vertical angle 8 v has the value 2.5°for all of the photographic plates.
The distribution function given by Equation (6) is plotted in Fig. 7 only, and in this case wo get (7) P(p)dp /"V dp
This distribution is plotted in Fig. 7 . Equation (7) gives a slightly more peaked distribution than the one calculated using a transparent model, but the difference is snlal1er than the experimental errors, and it is not possible to say which model gives tho botter agroemont with the experimental data. The distribution function for the opaque model has not beon worked out in detail for the carbon activation geometry; but here, too, the difference botween ) the two models appoars to be smaller than tho Gxporimental uncertainty.
The experimental data given in Figs a 2 and 7 have been plotted directly as a function of radius. The observGd intonsities were multiplied by the radius in order to take account of the vertical spread of tho protons, (i.e., to reduce the results to constant dp ) and the resulting distributions were z normalized but no corrections app~ied. In order to bo able to plot the calculated curves on the samo radius scale, the energy of the protons was measured for ono value of the radius. Since a relationship betweon tho radius and the energy was thus establish~d directly, it was not necessary to co~roct for inhomogeneities in the magnetic field or for raqia1 oscillations of the . . 
